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9 of 11 review helpful An extraordinary meditation on catastrophe By Richard S Moore Prior to reading Amery s book 
I thought of myself as thoroughly read in what one French scholar has called the writing of the disaster but Amery s 
may be among the half dozen essential texts in the now overwhelming body of Holocaust literature A profound 
meditation on language on mind and on disaster in the 20th century 6 of 6 These are pages that one reads with almost 
physical pain all the way to its stoic conclusion Primo Levi The testimony of a profoundly serious man In its every 
turn and crease it bears the marks of the true Irving Howe New Republic This remarkable memoir is the autobiography 
of an extraordinarily acute conscience With the ear of a poet and the eye of a novelist Amery vividly communicates 
the wonder of a philosopher a wonder here a com Because Auschwitz was among the most brutal of the concentration 
camps ruled by capricious pure force and not by any discernable political or social structure the intellectual there was 
alone with his intellect and there was no social reality that 
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